Preliminaries
In this paper we shall use the notation U = {z: Iz I = 11, D = (2: I z I < 1) and lE = (2: I t I > 1) for the unit circle, the open unit disc and the exterior of the unit circle. Let p be a finite Bore1 measure on [-r, T] . In order to estimate the integral r,If} = /T f(e") dp(B) = Lff(z) (we have taken the freedom to write the previous integral in different forms, having in mind that integration will always be over the unit circle in one form or another), the so-called Szegii quadrature formulas were introduced in [ll] . (See also [8] for a different approach.) Such quadratures are of the form Z,(f)= kAy'f(~j~)), xI")#x("), xj")~Uaand Ay)>O,j=l,...,n,
j=l
(1.1) so that Z&f) = Z&Y for all f E A _(,, _ rhCn _ r). For every pair (p, q) of integers, p 6 q, Ap, 4 will denote the linear space of all Laurent polynomials of the form &j, CjE@, i=p and A the space of all Laurent polynomials [10, 13] . It is known that quadrature formulas (1.1) are of great interest to solve the trigonometric moment problem or equivalently the Schur coefficient problem (see [ll] ). On the other hand, Waadeland [14] recently studied such quadratures for the Poisson integral, that is, when the measure p is given by da(B)=: 1_2;;db+ri' !-E (0, I), or more generally,
,z_-y,2 2=, TED, z=eis.
(1.2)
Observe that by taking Y = 0, we have the normalized Lebesgue measure dh(8) = d8/27r. Szegii quadratures for such situations were also studied in [9] . Finally, in [4] aspects concerning error and convergence were analyzed. In this paper, formulas (1.1) will be considered again, but instead of Laurent polynomials, more general rational functions with prescribed poles not on T will be used, giving rise to the rational Szegii formulas which were earlier introduced in [2, 5] , where the so-called rational Szegii functions play a fundamental role.
For completeness, let {ai}: c D be a given sequence and consider for y1= 0, 1,. . . the nested spaces Tn of rational functions of degree at most it which are spanned by the basis of partial Blaschke products {B,,J;, where B, = 1, B, = 5, B,_ 1 for II = 1, 2,. . . and the Blaschke factors are defined as By convention, we set cTJ] cxn 1 = -1 for (Y, = 0. Sometimes, we shall also write Note that if all the (Y~ are equal to zero, the spaces pn collapse to the space ZZ,, of polynomials of degree n.
We also introduce the transformation f,(z) =f(l/.?), which allows to define for f,, ~2~ the superstar conjugate as f,*(z) =B,(z)f,*(z).
Let now the sequence {4,: n = 0, 1,. . . ) be obtained by orthonormalization of the sequence {B,: n = 0, 1,. . .) with respect to the inner product induced by the measure p, namely When all the (Y~ are equal to zero, then B,(z) = zk and one has SP,, = span{zk:
Furthermore, for w ET, set x,Jz, w> = 4n(~> + WC&,*(Z), so following holds (see [5] ). In this case, z@~_ I,n_ 1 is said to be a maximal domain of validity. Moreover, it was also proved in [5] that the only quadrature formulas with such a maximal domain of validity are just those ones given in Theorem 1, where the weights Aj are given by
and Lj(z) EP~_~ =9,,n_1 is defined by the interpolation conditions Lj(xi) = aij.
(Actually, a more general interpolating function space ZGZ'~,~, p and 4 being nonnegative integers such that p + q = n -1, can be considered, so that the resulting quadrature formula does not depend on p and q. See [5] .)
An alternative approach
In this section we shall give an alternative approach to get the above quadrature formulas using Hermite interpolation in the space LZ~_ l,n_ 1 (compare with the approach given by Markov for the classical Gauss formulas [12] and with the one given in , [4] for the Szegii formulas on the unit circle in the polynomial case). Writing A = {CZ~}~ and A = {l/O>: (Y~ EA}, it is easily seen that 9P,4 represents a Chebyshev system on any set XC C -(A UA), so that, given the distinct nodes {xi: j = 1,. . . , n} c C -(A UA), there exists a unique function Q E 9 n_l,n_l, with
These are 2n -1 constraints, which corresponds to the dimension of 3Pn_ l,n_ r. In order to determine such Hermite rational interpolants, we can write
where Hi,, and Hj,r belong to LZ~_ I,n_l and satisfy the interpolation conditions E~n-l,n-l n satisfies the requirements (2.1). Similarly, the functions
satisfy the conditions (2.2).
Once the interpolating function Q(z) EL%'~_ I,n_ 1 has been characterized, one gets r:,{j-} =/Q(z) dp(z) = 2 A(j")f(xj) + n~l~~)~'(xj), (2.6) j=l j=l
where A\!) = /Hi,,(z) dp and iy) = /'Hi,,(z) dp. Therefore, fn{f) can be considered as a quadrature formula which makes use of values of the function f and its derivative. Clearly ZJfl has a domain of validity L%'~_ I,n_ 1. However, an adequate choice of the nodes IXj} can greatly simplify formulas (2.6). Indeed, when {xj) are the zeros of 4, + PV~,*, I w I = 1, one has the following theorem. Proof. We write xn = 4, + w$,* = N,(z)/~~(z), N, E II,, and N,(xj) = 0, j = 1,. . . , n. Note that N, is not necessarily manic. By the characterization theorem for R-Szegii formulas (Theorem l), it suffices to show that i(r) = 0, for i = 1,. . . , n -1. But 2:) = /H,,,(z) dp, where Hi,, is given by (2.5). Hence, we have to prove We can conclude that an n-point R-Szegii formula Z,rf] is given by Z,(f) = /Q,(Z) d,u, where Qi is the unique solution to the interpolation problem (2.7) and {Xi} are the zeros of x,(z) = 4, + w$,*, I w I = 1. Certainly, the given approach could be useful in order to give an expression for the error Elf) = Z,(f) -ZJfl = Z,(f -12,).
An application to the Poisson integral
We shall now characterize the n-point R-Szegii formulas for the measure j_~ induced by the Poisson integral kernel given by (1.2). In this sense, the first step is obtaining the orthonormal system ($,}, IZ = 0, 1,. . . . (Djrbashian [7] already discussed how to find the corresponding orthogonal functions for some special cases.) We know &, = 1 and for 12 = 1, 2,. . . , 4, has to verify the conditions (i) 4, ~9~ -Pn _ i, ( $,, $n>cL = 1 and (ii) ( 4,, B, jIr = 0, k = 0, 1, . . . , IZ -1.
From (i) one finds
The denominator B,(z)(z -r)(l -Tz) vanishes at z = ai, i = 1, 2,. . . , k, and z = r, which are all inside the unit disc D and the other zero l/Y is in E. If this integral has to vanish, 4, should be zero at z = (Y~, i = 1, 2,. . . , k, and z = r. This gives in combination with condition (i) that 4, should have the following form:
AI(z) = kl b -mzc4 ~9~ and k, ~0. Since the leading coefficient has to be positive,
We can check some particular cases. This corresponds with the result in [7] . When all the (Y~ are equal to zero, we recover the well-known result that 4,(z) = 2". This was obtained in [14] . Note that when (yi = 0, this reduces to z" = --IV and the nodes xi are uniformly distributed on T, see [9] . Let us suppose that n = 2, (Ye = (Ye = i; then Use N,(xj) = 0, to find from (3.5) that The same expression was obtained in [14] for the polynomial case. If r = 0 (Lebesgue measure), it follows from (3.8) that Aj = n-l for j = 1,. . . , II. That means that the corresponding SzegB formula for the polynomial case has all its nodes equally spaced on the unit circle and all its weights are equal to n-l. (Compare with the results given in [9] .)
In the special case Y = (Y,, (3. 
